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SUN VAN INTRODUCES NEW VEHICLES TO FLEET
Smaller vehicles to improve system efficiency
TUCSON, Ariz. – The City of Tucson and Sun Van, the City’s award-winning paratransit service, are
proud to introduce 42 new Sun Van vehicles, which includes minivans and sedans to improve system
efficiency when full-sized Sun Van vehicles are not necessary.
Once all 42 vehicles are received by the end of August, they will replace 2009 diesel-fueled vehicles in
Sun Van’s fleet, decreasing the average age of the fleet from 4.10 years to 2.47 years.
Purchased with funding from the Federal Transportation Administration and the City of Tucson, Sun Van
received 22 gasoline-fueled cut-away vehicles built by Gaval at a cost of nearly $77,500 per vehicle.
Additionally, Sun Van is receiving 10 Dodge Grand Caravan minivans at a cost of nearly $60,000 per
vehicle and 10 Ford Taurus sedans have arrived at a cost of $23,500 per vehicle. The use of minivans
and sedans in revenue service is being implemented due to the findings in the Sun Van Fleet and
Supplemental Service Report. It was determined that the use of smaller revenue vehicles could
improve system efficiency during times when larger cut-away vehicles are unnecessary for select trips.
“This investment and move toward using smaller vehicles for some trips demonstrates the City’s and
Sun Van’s commitment to providing the most efficient ADA service possible,” said Kate Riley, General
Manager of Sun Van. “Our goal is to realize cost savings by using these smaller vehicles, as they are
less expensive vehicles and use less fuel.”
Sun Van is Tucson’s award winning regional paratransit system, which is operated by Professional
Transit Management, Ltd. (PTM)/Veolia Transportation, and under contract with the City of Tucson.
With more than 200 employees, Sun Van provides paratransit services throughout the community with
a fleet of 125 ADA-accessible vehicles. For specific information, visit Sun Van’s website at www.sunvan.com or call (520) 798-1000 (for individuals with TDD equipment, please call 520-628-1565).

